Pittsburgh, PA

Rolling farmlands, wooded valleys, historic hamlets and incredible fall colors. Our Pittsburgh driving tour is sure to
please drivers and passengers alike! Fall colors are expected to hit their peak on October 19th, with means the
next few weeks of motoring should provide incredible views, and photographs as you enjoy our twisty-road
selections.

Route master Notes

Road Selection - Your route master has made every effort to select roads which are fun to drive, lighter on
traffic, and interesting for both driver and passenger. As the route departs onto secondary, or even more remote
selections, pavement quality may suffer. If you were attending a drivers’ meeting at one of our traditional events,
you’d hear your route master tell you “a rough road is only as rough as the speed you drive it at!” Slow driving
through any sections you deem rough will ensure enjoyment for the whole route.
Fuel & Washroom Stops - Your route master presumes you’ve started the day with a full tank of fuel. We do
pass through a number of major centers, so finding fuel shouldn’t be an issue. You may need to go slightly off
route for the brand of your choice. Due to Covid-19, you may find that washroom stops are not available in
towns, at gas stations, or anywhere on route. You may need to plan accordingly, depending on the current
pandemic regulations in your area.
Route Details - Our route starts on Hwy 50 heading out of the suburb of Bridgeville. While we start on four
lanes of busy highway, by Cecil it will drop to two lanes and become a rural driving dream. Our drive explores
rolling farmlands, wooded valleys, and some fantastic driving roads in both Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. Total
driving time is about 4 hours and 30 minutes, without stops. We suggest a morning departure, to ensure you
have enough time to finish in daylight. Much of the rural areas we travel through will have risk of deer and other
wildlife in the dusk hours.
Hidden Intersection: Please note the left turn, onto state route 891, just before point number 12 on the Rallista
map, is hidden. In a traditional route book we would note this as a “double-caution, hidden left turn.”
You will find plenty of spots to stop along the route for coffee breaks and/or lunch. A favorite of your route master
is the Chimney Corners Cafe and Carryout, which you’ll find roughly 1 hour 40 minutes into our drive. You can
check hours and levels of service using https://www.facebook.com/chimneycornerswv/
Our tour ends with two dining options; Liz’s Corner Kitchen and Doc’s Bar-BQ and Smokehouse, both of which
are located conveniently on Hwy 50 near our start. Liz’s Corner Kitchen features typical american diner style fare,
but the food rates highly and is some of the best “home cooking” around. Please note they are currently closed
on Saturdays and Sundays. You can check hours and service levels by calling (724) 745-3949. Doc’s Bar-BQ
and Smokehouse features traditional mouth-watering barbeque your route master thinks is to die for. Be sure to
save room for dessert, however, as the pies might just be the best thing to be found within two states driving
distance. To check hours and service levels you’ll need to call, using (412) 914-8930.

